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What is a CV?

A document that provides an overview of your skills,
work experience and academic achievements.

A CV is 1 page long.

It provides a snapshot of your academic and
professional life for employers.
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CV Structure
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Good CV

4

Bad CV
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What makes a good CV?
1.

Keep the CV to maximum 1 page. An employer spends an average of 8 seconds, if that, looking at a CV, so keep it concise and punchy.

2.

Keep the font and font size consistent throughout the CV. The generic style is font size 12, Black, Arial/Calibri - avoid fancy fonts.

3.

Clear structure and format - separate the content into paragraph and subheadings. If an employer cannot identify the content immediately, then it will
be going to the trash pile.

4.

Tailor your CV to the employer - have a base template but do not send the same template to every single employer. Research the company and look at
the job description to know exactly what skills to point in your CV.

5.

Don’t just list your work experience or extra-curricular activities - provide a sentence or two explaining your role/skills you gained.

6.

Don’t leave gaps in your CV - you may think you do not have any relevant experience, but you probably do without realising - have a think before
proceeding!

7.

No errors - check your CV for spelling, grammar and punctuation mistakes. Use a spellchecker and ask someone else to double-check your CV as
employers do care about mistakes.

8.

Tell the truth - do not tell lies. Employers do background checks and ask for references, so there is nothing more embarrassing than getting caught at
the interview stage about your lies!

9.

Backing up your work experience or achievements with the maths and hard numbers. Do not just say you increased sales; tell them you increased sales
by 70% over a 6-month period.

10.

Make it look good - use bullet points, keep sentences short. Depending on the job you’re applying for this can affect the level of creativity in your CV.
For a role of graphic designer, you can have more freedom to make your CV more visually eye-catching but for an investment banker role, it is better to
keep a white background space with clear categories.

11.

Use buzzwords and keywords - don’t just say ‘I did XX’ or ‘I worked XX’, change it to ‘Collaborated with XX’ or ‘Designed XX’

12.

Emphasise results rather than responsibilities. Rather than saying ‘I increased social media engagement for Company X’ , write ‘I increased Facebook
membership by 45% for company X’
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How to write a CV with no work experience?
Get experience! It is much easier than you think - it does not have to be some special hedge fund role
or working for the UN.
Volunteer at a local charity shop/with charities.
Working at a restaurant/cafe.
IEA Sixth Form Internship.
Retail work experience - Primark, Debenhams etc.
Political party - volunteer with your local party to do runs, political activism etc.
Local Banks - some banks will accept younger students, just email them and ask politely about any
opportunities they may have! HSBC offers sixth form work experience and a couple other banks also
other similar opportunities - research them up and have a look.
Tailor your CV to focus on the skills the job requires, bring up academic experiences and group projects
you have done.
Show your personality - mention achievements at school or your personal interests and hobbies.
A strong cover letter - to make up for your lack of work experience, you need to demonstrate your
enthusiasm, capability and passion for the job.
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What Key Skills To Include In A CV?
• A recruiter can scan through a CV in less than 6
seconds before deciding if the candidate is fit for the
job.
• That’s why placing your skills at the very top of the
page is crucial for employers to know if you’re the
right one or not.
• Ideally, it is best to have a combination of soft and
hard skills as this demonstrates your technicality and
how you are as a person.
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What are soft skills?
Soft skills are a combination of people, social and communication skills, including
character traits too. If you feel like you are lacking in technical skills, then harness
your soft skills to show the employer you are a well-rounded individual.
● Teamwork
● Communication
● Problem-solving
● Time management
● Positive attitude
● Strong work ethic
● Highly motivated
● Interpersonal
● Flexibility
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What are technical skills?
Technical skills are having the ability to perform a specific task at hand. This type of skill is normally taught or gained from
previous experience.
● Data analytics
● Social media
● Marketing
● Programming
● Project management
● Statistics
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Buzzwords
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